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Abstract— The Layout Security applications concept is 

Innovate business concept owned by RR Logic System Pvt. 

Ltd. RR Logic has a cloud based mobile application for 

monitoring of the security of residential, layout and 

apartments. It is proposed to support security in commercial 

establishments and factories. In addition to handling the 

entry and exit of visitors and workers, the new application 

needs to be able to handle movement of materials, security 

beats and other such functionalities that are typically of 

factory or commercial entities. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This Android application for the Layout Security 

Application for use in enterprise level security and man and 

material management applications. This application allows 

security guard easy to take entry of visitors and materials 

with barcode and store the records in a cloud, So as to 

further it is easy to identify them easily. The entry pass for 

both visitor and materials will printed in the form of PDF 

and to be stacked on it. This application also keeps track of 

visitors and materials within the premises of the layout. This 

also help to the community members of the layout can know 

about the visitors who want to meet them. This application 

allows the security to Add, Delete, Update and View the 

data,          

The main aim of the project is to design, develop 

and enhance the interactive, user-friendly android 

application, which will helps to remove the paper work and 

digitize the monitoring of the security of residential layout 

and apartments. By making use of the cloud and Amazon 

web services makes the project to be maintained securely 

and results are accurate. This application should be secured 

and should be worked with data which is maintained in 

centralized form in cloud. 

II. SCOPE OF THE PROJECT 

Today the growth of IT in the world of mobile application is 

incredible leaps and bounds. Every other day the new 

applications are adding in play store or the app store. Smart 

phone with Android OS are rapidly increasing on every 

other day. In order to reach the definition and objectives of 

this app due to the time constraints, the scope of the 

Enhancement of Layout Security Application will covers 

following limited features as  

 Entry of Visitors as well as Materials. 

 Printing the Entry pass with Barcode. 

 Scanning the Barcode.  

 Send notification to community members. 

 Adding/deleting Blacklist companies. 

 Adding/delete/editing community members. 

 Create/Edit Security guards. 

 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

The existing System has on such feature to information of 

any layout in the digitized form because as we all know that 

the security person who present in the main gate use to take 

all entries of people or any materials entered into the layout 

so it is very complex task to maintain al information in the 

form of papers. 

The existing system has the following limited 

features 

 This system is limited to handle movement of 

peoples which primarily include the visitors and 

maids/helpers. 

 The system has to record all the community 

members details as paper files. 

 There is no scope of handling the other 

functionalities like movement of materials, 

monitoring of security beats, etc. 

 There is no scope of storing/retrieving data in/from 

cloud. 

 No scope to handle unwanted visitors like sales 

persons and mutual fund company persons etc. 

IV. PROPOSED SOLUTIONS 

The proposed system will implemented the security 

processes that are prevent in most of the commercial 

establishments. This enhanced application includes the 

movement of materials within the premises of layout. The 

visitor or materials entry passes also include Barcode within 

it. The application also includes the security beats with 

multiple resources.  

The multiple modules have been developed in 

order to handle each of the business processes listed as 

below. 

A. Printing of Visitor Gate Pass:  

The current application captures the data of the visitor and 

stores it in the cloud server.  It is required to format this data 

and print it out as a gate pass with a bar code, which can be 

scanned later in order to identify the gate pass. It should be 

possible for someone to authorize their movement within the 

premises. 

B. Material In/Out Gate Pass: 

It should be possible to enter materials like Laptops, mobile 

phones, and other material in the gate pass and record their 

photographs/serial numbers. It is required to format this data 

and print it out as a gate pass with a bar code, which can be 

scanned later in order to identify the gate pass. It should be 

possible for someone to authorize their movement within the 

premises. 
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C. Scanning Barcode on Visitor Gate Pass or Material: 

It should be possible to scan the bar code of visitor gate pass 

and identify the person.  It should be possible to use this 

identity to allow or deny access to the facility. It should also 

scan material gate pass and identify the material. 

D. Visitor history of Entry and Exit: 

It is required to keep a log of entry and exit of all visitors 

including the date and time of entry and exit.  It should 

record the number of entries to the premises.  This data 

needs to be culled separately from the raw data captured and 

presented in a tabular form. 

E. Records of Members form Community:  

It should be possible to add records of the members form the 

community and display the same in the application.  Only 

users with authorization to access such records should be 

allowed to access this data. It should also Delete, Update the 

members from the community. 

F. View Records:  

It should be to view the records of visitor list, material list to 

the some authorized person for their movement within the 

premises. He/she can also view the records of security and 

possible to delete the security from the system. 

G. Blacklisting Facility of Company name: 

It should be possible to place some company names in a 

blacklist such that the next time that the application found 

the visitor from the same blacklisted company it is able to 

match it with the blacklist and flash a message on the 

application screen for the security to take appropriate action.  

Authorized person can Add, Delete and Update the Blacklist 

company names, So that it should be useful for security to 

take appropriate action with visitors and materials to allow 

or deny. 

V. ADVANTAGES OF THE APPLICATON 

The android application is developed with aim to achieve 

below goals 

 The project is to maintain records of all visitors and 

materials of any Layout in cloud. 

 The authorized person will include some blacklist 

companies for security purpose and also include 

community members. 

 The community members within a layout will 

receive notification about visitors at the time of 

visiting. 

 The security will take entry of all visitors and 

materials with gate pass(contains photos and 

Barcode). 

 The security guide within Layout can scan entry 

pass and check for valid visitors to take further 

action.   

A. System Environment: 

1) Software Requirements 

 Operating System: Android4.0(Kitcat) or higher 

versions  

 Language: Android SDK, Java, XML.  

 Database : SQLiteDB 

 Technologies used: Java, SQLite, Canvas,      

Android SDK.   

 Tools: Android Studio (Design and Develop), 

Android SDK. 

 Debugger: Android Device Bridge, Android 

Emulator.   

B. Hardware Requirements   

 Device : Android Emulator / Android tablet / Android 

mobiles. 

 Speed and Processer : 800MHzdual core / Quad core.  

 RAM :512MB. 

 Minimum Required Space: 6MB. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

“Layout Security” Android App acts as take entry all 

information people and materials who visit to the layout. 

Also act as storage provider for the information to any 

layouts. This app provides the security manager in layout to 

include and know all the basic information about members 

within the layout. Also allows used to create other securities 

profile to take perform security beats. The Security can take 

all required information of visitors and materials and also 

can be checked of identify easily. All the data is to be 

minted in amazon cloud periodically and securely. 
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